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Lubycza krolewska

BUDGET

Inco. (monthly) | Expenditures.
--- | ---
J.D.C. 3500 K. | Kitchen
Kitchen 2844
232 childrenx30 K4320 K. | Products 4944
K.7820 K. | Fuel 700
Wassertr. 150
manager 800
cook 220
rent 80
to individual 2500

Expenditures: 3444
Income 7820
Deficit 824 met from special fund 1900 M given by the J.D.C. in January.
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Lubycza królewska QUESTIONNAIRE.

I. Population
   general  1000
   Jewish  800

II. Orphans (war orph.)  60

III. Economic Status
    Former businesses
    a. Scherker        4
    b. Dorfgeblers 200 (including surrounding towns)
    c. Handwerkers 50
    d. Transport  6

IV. Number of Jewish needy - all

V. Names of reorganized Committee
   Aaron Treiber
   Meckel Seithorn
   Moshe Hohner
   Reuben Feden
   Dr. Bodek (chairman)

VI. Budget - first page, simple accurately kept.

VII. Money or object assistance: Money preferred.

IV. Children's Kitchen
   1. No. of portions received 330
   2. No. of portions given 380
   3. To non-Jewish 40
   4. Clothing - none

V. Greatest need: Houses (66 out of 136 burned)

VI. How help economic reconstr. Credit. Rebuild factory of fruit canary.

XII. Sanitary Situation - poor
   1. Bad water. From river into which refuse is poured
   2. cesspools about home.
   3. Crowded houses. Medical help given by Dr. Bodek.

XIII. Tools: 15 shirt machines, 15 tailor machines & accessories.
           Raw materials - for shoes & tailors.

XIV. Institutions - None (no school of any kind)

XV. Special Requirements: 1) Well, 2) Hospital, 3) Orphan house.
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Lubycza

Report

Arrived at Lubycza Thursday March 18 at 10 o'clock a.m. and visited the chairman of our committee Dr. Bodek. The committee had been disorganized and had not met for three weeks with the consequence that the children's kitchen was closed by the Rawa Children's Relief. It was necessary to reorganize the committee which was at once done. Dr. Bodek being chosen chairman, the committee claimed the kitchen was closed because the former quarters were reoccupied by their owner. However, after a brief search, a suitable room was found and arrangements made for the reopening of the kitchen the following day.

Lubycza was one of this town's burned by the Russian on their retreat 1915. Sixty six houses out of a total of 135 were burned. The majority of the others are in a dilapidated condition.

The sanitary conditions exceedingly poor. The people drink from the narrow stream into which refuse is poured, thus producing much sickness. There is no home for the orphans who must wander about from house to house.

There is no room for the sick.

Lubycza has a rich man, Dr. Horowitz who inherited the ownership of the town but ear is deaf to the needs of the town, which he has not even taken the pains to discover though within a hundred feet from his home there are people that are starving and diseased.

It was the owner of a fruit press factory now in part rebuilt. The factory could employ 80 persons. Upon asking whether the fac-
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17. Of the American Funds For Jewish War Sufferers.

The allowance of 3500 marks - 4 marks per person per month is pitifully small.

There is a Mikwah - in poor condition but with small assistance, the community can make a good bathhouse out of it.